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ADD   PROTECTION.   ADD   VALUE.   ADD   BIOCOTE.

The right additive for 
the right application

BioCote has over 20 years’ experience 
supplying antimicrobial technology. 

We provide manufacturing companies 
around the world with a total 
antimicrobial solution.

www.biocote.comCu OrgAg Zn

YOUR   JOURNEY   TO   AN   

ANTIMICROBIAL   FEATURE
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ADD   PROTECTION.   ADD   VALUE.   ADD   BIOCOTE.

We can make anything antimicrobial

Our comprehensive range of additives means BioCote 
has a solution for every possible application. Combined 
with our complete understanding of how each of them 
should be used is the reason we achieve the highest levels 
of antimicrobial performance across the diverse range of 
materials and products our technology is used to protect.

The brand you can trust

The appropriate additive, an 
accredited quality control system 
and ongoing testing of every 
product and material protected 
with BioCote technology ensure 
the highest levels of antimicrobial 
performance time and time again. 
This is why the BioCote brand 
is recognised as a guarantee of 
antimicrobial quality.

Matching additive and application

With so many additive types at our disposal and so many 
potential applications there are many criteria that have 
to be considered when specifying an additive to use in 
partners’ products. 

For example:
• The material type to be treated
• The manufacturing processes used 
• Where the product is to be manufactured
• Where in the world the product will be sold
• What is the end use of product
• What type of environment will it be used in
• Required performance criteria
• Commercial implications such as on-cost

Our expertise means the additive supplied is always 
appropriate for the intended use, will further enhance the 
products functionality, performance and add value.

Keeping an eye on the regulations
The supply and use of chemicals such as antimicrobial 
additives is controlled by regulations and laws. These laws 
differ from region to region around the world, they are 
put in place to protect people at all stages of the supply 
chain and the environment.

Antimicrobial additives have their 
own specific set of regulations. In 
the EU these are known as the 
Biocidal Products Regulation 
528/2012 (EU BPR) and in the 
USA the Federal Insecticide, 
Fungicide and Rodentacide 

Act (FIFRA) which is policed by 
the EPA. Regulations are region 
specific and stipulate which, where 
and how antimicrobial additives 
can be used.

A critical aspect of additive 
specification is compliance with 
relevant biocidal legislation. 
Legislation covers both the 
registration of BioCote additives 
and their use in customer products. 

All BioCote additives are registered for specific uses, 
with the appropriate regulatory agencies around the 
world. It is the responsibility of BioCote and part of our 
commitment to our customers to ensure our additives are 
specified appropriately, whatever use they are being put 
to. The implications of using an inappropriate additive can 
be severe depending on the hazard or risk of including an 
unregistered substance in treated articles.

Working in partnership
BioCote is the supplier of choice to market leading 
organisations such as Akzo Nobel, Formica, Dyson, 
Waterlogic, Deb and Rehau. 

These companies and others  produce  a diverse range of 
products with lasting hygiene ’built in’ that are used and 
trusted by people around the world every day. They also 
understand the importance of partnering with a supplier 
of biocides that they can trust to supply the appropriate 
solution, whatever the application.

Peace of mind
Every BioCote customer can be assured the decision to 
specify the additive we supply them has been taken in 
consideration of all of these factors. The additive used 
within their product will deliver the consistently high 
levels of antimicrobial protection you would expect from 
a BioCote additive;  it will further enhance the products 
performance and value; is technically compatible with the 
material and or manufacturing process employed and 
crucially is regulatory compliant.
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